Bronwyn Ward-Manson
DJM COMPANIES

"WELL-RESPECTED LEADER, THINKER AND
PRACTITIONER IN THE FIELD OF
EDUCATION."

Executive Summary
My Goals: no bad hair days
& providing opportunities to
create amazing tomorrows

Work Experience

*pioneer in the development and implementation of
programming, planning, assessment, recording and
reporting policies and practices that were based in
educational research and keenly focused on
improving student learning

* class teacher in Australia and London
* Literacy Adviser Northern Regions of Adelaide
* Curriculum Consultant developing & implementing Australia's National
Curriculum
* member of Curriculum Team developing and implementing Assessment &
reporting practices for Australian schools.
* part of a team developing and implementing the Australian National Curriculum
in school communities across South Australia.
*Manager of London branch of a National Teaching Agency London, UK
* Director of her own UK Teaching agency and publisher of E-books & training
& Development packages for schools

*international work included Australia/United
Kingdom collaborative projects investigating time
table and team approaches that assisted primary
schools to cover the breadth of a curriculum with a
focus on balance and quality of learning.

-Tracy Zilm , Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority ACARA
Sydney Australia 2017

*willing to move outside my comfort zone & think
outside the box when it comes to gathering
information/data about student achievement

" I had the honour of working with Bronwyn Ward-Manson as part of the South
Australian Teaching and Learning Team which supported all levels of schooling to
implement the Australian national curriculum known as Statements and Profiles.

*instrumental in writing and leading state-wide
assessment and reporting policy and professional
learning strategies. I have gained an outstanding
understanding of principles of assessment and the
links between assessment, the teaching and learning
cycle and curriculum standards. I promote the need
for reporting processes and practices to meet the
needs of all students, parents and caregivers.

Bronwyn was an integral part of a historic time in the Australian educational
landscape and history, and her legacy in Australia remains in the hearts and
minds of professionals and students alike. "

Areas of Expertise

